
    Essential 
Steps to Build your 

Presence on Purpose
Our company’s transition from Graphics Solutions to Riggs Creative Group LLC gave us a chance to go through 

the same process many of our clients encounter. What we discovered in going through this transition as a 
client is the importance of having a process, and how critical it is to take every step in the process. This seven 

step process has been our ‘secret sauce’ in building lasting relationships and guiding our clients to success in 
marketing products and services, getting a vital message heard, and turning messages into actions. 

Before getting into the process, let me explain what we mean by “presence” as that’s what the process aims 
to build. Your “presence” goes by many names: marketing communication, advertising, public relations, 

branding, positioning, purpose, story telling, and messaging. The list of names and specialized functions keeps 
growing, but their aim remains the same. Every company, organization or entity needs to make its presence… 

its products, services, solutions and benefits… known to the people it seeks to serve.  By “on purpose” we mean 
developing, planning and pursuing a strategic process to build your presence, and not just leave it to chance. 
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L isten
“Knowledge speaks, but wisdom listens.” Jimi Hendrix

There are two parts to successful listening in our process. In the first part, you and your team are doing the talking. In the 
second part, we’re doing the listening — asking questions and gathering your stories. We’re listening to learn how your 
team works, what sustains your sales, and about your customers who have experienced your exceptional service. Are 
there any issues or problems to be solved? 

We listen to learn about your initiatives, what’s working or not working, and what growth you envision.

Where is your business struggling? Are your customers dissatisfied, confused or simply not committing to your products 
or services? Where do you find new prospects in a crowded marketplace?

Listening requires patience to push past what you currently think you know and to find the wisdom you need to grow.

Case Study Example - The Behavior Wellness Center
By listening to and clearly grasping this client’s purpose and processes, and then 
expanding our understanding by gleaning insights from its employees, board members 
and participants, we were able to effectively guide the organization’s efforts to rename 
itself from the former North Philadelphia Health Systems to The Behavioral Wellness 
Center.

Learn 

More

…and Be Heard

https://riggscg.com/the-behavior-wellness-center/


“Efforts and courage are not enough without purpose and direction.” JFK
Let’s be real: as much as we know we need to up our game, we keep playing whack-a-mole with our communication. It’s 
so easy and so fast to just do what we’ve always done, or what everyone else is doing. While I hate to admit it, I thought 
we knew everything we needed to know to launch our business identity. It was easy to speed things up and skip a few 
steps. I’m so glad we didn’t! I know from experience that, in the long run, the process will save time, money, and open 
opportunities we might have missed.

If you’ve clearly identified your target audience, solidified your messages, and determined the means to best reach 
them, then you may not need to go through the seven step process. For some of our clients, we jump in at Step 5 (Create) 
or Step 6 (Produce) to provide support services to execute on their strategic communication plan. For others, our 
listening session points to a need for in depth research. 

Why conduct research? We conduct research to discover, identify, explore, and measure your past communication 
efforts and for insights on how best to share your story moving forward. If you value understanding how your 
customers view your company, how they engage with and embrace your products, services or ideas, and whether your 
messages lead them to take the actions you desire, set aside the time to complete a research phase. 

First, we dive into existing data to create a situation analysis, a listing of your strengths, weaknesses, threats, and 
opportunities, and a clearer understanding of your current standing in the marketplace. If that doesn’t produce enough 
guidance, we conduct primary research using tools such as focus groups and surveys to determine what people are 
feeling, thinking and saying about your business, products and/or services.

What is the best approach to reach your customers? Are you addressing their needs? Do you provide the information 
required to get them to act?  

We involve your employees, partners, current and prospective customers, and others whose  input is important to your 
company in these descriptive and measurable fact finding missions. This knowledge arms us to help you move forward 
strategically instead of haphazardly in your communication efforts. 

Case Study Example - Heritage’s
Heritage’s team members know and routinely hear from their guests how much they value their 
neighborhood stores. After taking the time to formally research and capture this insight, the 
company identified its clear differentiators that led to the adoption of its “Convenience without 

Compromise” tagline.

Learn 

More

… vs The Whack-a-Mole Option
research

https://riggscg.com/heritages/


“Every great design begins with an even better story.” Lorinda Mamo 

Remember those pain points? Now that we know more about your industry, your competitors, your current standing, 
and what your target audience perceives and wants, it’s time to align your capabilities and discover how best to tell your 
story. This is the time for imagining up all the possibilities… from addressing concerns to boosting business. 

We call it ‘design thinking’ and it’s the critical step in the process of developing a creative and purposeful strategic plan 
(Step 4).

According to IDEO President Tim Brown, “design thinking is an approach to problem solving in which inspiration, ideation 
and implementation occur not in a sequence, but as a ‘system of overlapping spaces’.” 

In this phase, our conference room white board takes on a life of its own… documenting our review of key research 
findings, drawing insights from data, and corralling everyone's thoughts. Great creative outcomes depend on this ability 
to find the core meaning and purpose in all the information and knowledge we’ve gathered. This is the point where the 
process answers the question “What is your story?“

Case Study Example - Aquatic Artists

Aquatic Artists’ creator approached us to assist with improving his company’s brand 
position. After listening and researching, our ideation session resulted a shift in his 
tagline from ‘building backyard waterfalls’ to ‘crafting waterfall masterpieces.’ The new 
tagline better expressed the process and value of his products and services, and removed 
wording that limited the scope and span of his canvas. 

Design Thinking

Learn 

More

Purposeful and Strategic 

https://riggscg.com/aquatic-artists/


“He who fails to plan is planning to fail.” Winston Churchill

The outcomes of our design thinking sessions serve as the framework for the development of your strategic marketing 
communication plan. Taking what we’ve learned, we proceed with setting goals and measurable objectives, developing 
strategic messages, and selecting communication tactics. Why? Setting goals keeps you focused on your desired 
outcomes. By developing measurable objectives, whether to increase your brand awareness or change attitudes about 
your cause, we outline a path to success that includes controls to shift gears when you encounter opposing forces.

Once your goals and objectives are set, we define and align strategies (or messages), and select the right integrated 
marketing communication tools to share those messages. We make sure your plan includes a budget and a timeline to 
keep us on track with your expectations.

Case Study Example - Budd’s Spools & Spas / The WaterSpace 

Building custom pools and water spaces are more than just a means to support and 
carry on the thriving family business. For Chris Volk, it’s a calling and a passion. With so 
much industry knowledge and experience to share, one of the strategies we executed for 
this client is the creation of a vibrant Blog site.   

Plan

Learn 

More

https://riggscg.com/budds-pools-spas/


“Creativity is intelligence having fun.” Albert Einstein

For some, the real fun starts with creative expression in content and design.

With endless means to verbally, visually and virtually express a brand’s voice, our Creative Director often uses the phrase 
”form follows function” as our starting, focal point.  By that, she means the way something looks should be determined 
by its purpose. While we start there, in our integrated world, designs often surpass their first use and take on new forms 
to meet audiences where they live, breathe, and have their being.

Whether in your website design or printed projects, we apply the concepts of artistry and functionality to your company’s 
visual expression. Is it time for a new or refreshed logo, or to add a tagline that says it all? We make sure your creative 
expression brings your voice, your brand to life! 

Case Study Example - ParkeBank 20th Anniversary and Paulsboro Refinery 
100th Anniversary 

When it’s time to celebrate a milestone, you may want to consider a slight alteration to 
your logo to increase awareness of your achievement and employ engaging tools, such 
as video and special events, to capture your history and share your accomplishments 
over the years. 

Create

Learn 

More

https://riggscg.com/parkebank/


Produce
“There’s no greater agony than bearing an untold story inside of you.” Maya Angelou

At this point, we’re in the deep end of the design pool! We’re telling your story and driving your strategies forward with 
multi-tiered solutions that bring your campaign to life. This includes your digital media tools like website development, 
social media management, and the increasingly popular… video content! 

We build your presence on purpose by selecting the right marketing communication tools to effectively convey your 
information to your audiences. We revise and refine… seeking for persuasive storytelling that influences your audiences’ 
attitudes and moves them toward your desired actions. 

For greater recall and easy sharing, remember that not all visual production is digital. Face to face storytelling tools 
such as business cards and brochures still garner high awareness, interest, desire and action in the customer path to 
conversion. And, when fitting, we consider relationship management activities such as media relations, facilitation, 
stakeholder engagement or a special event to boost trust and increase understanding.  Last, but not least, be sure to 
include marketing staples like signage, trade show exhibits, promotional items and stationery.  

Case Study Example - DeSimone Construction 

With a determined focus on the details, our visual strategists use drones, time-lapse 
and traditional video, and feature photography to capture and tell the DeSimone story, 
through just in time website case studies and social media posts.

Learn 

More

https://riggscg.com/desimone-construction/


“In God we trust; all others must bring data.” W. Edwards Deming

With seeds planted and energy expended on listening, thinking, creating and collaborating, it’s time to glean, harvest 
and build your brand on purpose! 

You know the saying… if you aim at nothing, you’re sure to hit it? Well, while seeding grass doesn’t require precision, 
seeding your brand, products, services, ideas, and reputation does. With measurable objectives, we know precisely 
what success looks like at intermittent and in the final stages of your campaign. That way, when we encounter 
opposing forces, we’re prepared. We ask predetermined evaluation questions, monitor data, and assess feedback. 
This continuous analysis of your strategic plan guides and allows us to stay on course and moves you towards your 
desired state. 

Case Study Example - Annual Mayors’ Prayer Breakfast

The Gloucester County Prayer Committee’s constant objective is to exceed guests’ 
expectations at this annual “must attend” holiday event. Last year, when hosting 
its first female keynote speaker and founder of Auntie Anne’s Pretzels, Anne Bieler, 
groundwork started with establishing relationships and building camaraderie among 
prior years’ female attendees, creating bonds at a pre-event, and measuring outcomes 
in event attendance and through impact stories.  This year, the committee tackles the 
pandemic's capacity limitations challenge by broadening its reach through an event 
live stream. We look forward to measuring the outcomes of this in person and virtually 
delivered event, and integrating best practices learned for future success. 

Measure

Learn 

More
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https://riggscg.com/mayors-prayer-breakfast/


s u c c e s s

Riggs Creative Group LLC uses these seven essential steps to help our clients tell their stories 
everyday. While every client’s journey is different, our strategic planning process helps small 

businesses, corporations, non-profit organizations and entrepreneurs thrive.

Many view us as an extension of their internal marketing department, calling on us when they face 
new challenges or opportunities. Whether you’re looking for guidance or just need a communication 

tool to achieve your marketing objectives, reach out to us.

We’re standing by to support your success!

856-716-6936  •  riggscg.com  •  hello@riggscg.com
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